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Artists impressions of
one of the clubhouses
at Simbithi Eco-Estate.
The clubhouse is just

one of the many
community facilities
which will enable

residents to enjoy a full
lifestyle within the

estate.
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iLala "progressing nicely"
THEdevelopers of the ilala complex,
Andrew Barnes Developments from
Pietermaritzburg, may have joined the
Simbithi party later than
many of the other big
developers, but they are
well on their way to
enjoying the benefits of
the project.
The ilala development

was launched together
with Tamboti by Sabelo
Properties, but when
Sabelo decided to
concentrate all their efforts on just one
development within Simbithi, Andrew

Barnes was on hand to happily take
over and continue developing the luxury
ilala apartment complex.

"We are on site and
well on the way with the
piling and foundations,"
said Barnes this week.
"Once the industry
returns after the
Christmas break we will
start the building proper
and are expecting to
finish sometime in June.
We still have a few

apartments left to sell, but everything is
going nicely and according to plan."
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Simbithi Eco-Estate - the facts
The 322ha Simbithi Eco-Estate is in the process of being transformed back into a
natural coastal paradise with indigenous vegetation, werlands and breathtaking
vistas. Simbithi will eventually comprise a total of approximately 1 200 units in
Phase 1, made up of single residential sites and clusters of villages. Phase 2

consists of 178 freehold plots around a nine-hole executive golf course and Phase
3 consists of a further 116 freehold plots and 2 development sites.

Grasslands and Wildlife
The Estateplans to have corridors of natural vegetation between single residential
sites and clustersof homes or villages to allow animals to wander through the
Estate.An environmental consultant has been hired in an advisory capacity to
help make sure the development fits into ecological guidelines and complies with
the legal requirements. The only birds that will be formally introduced into the
Estateare Helmeted Guineafowl. The fish species to be released will be finahsed
with Prof Gert Steyn from Pretoria University, but will include Grass Carp to

control the aquatic plants that may invade the water and an insect feeding fish to
control mosquito larvae.

Beachfront Parking
The Developers will be creating a parking area within Simbithi, adjacent to
Ocean Drive, for residents to be able to gain direct pedestrian access to the

beach. This will prevent further beach parking congestion in Ballito.
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Phase Two takes the community
facilities even further. Proposed facil-
ities include a wellness centre, con-
ference centre with secretarial and
internet facilities, another clubhouse
with tennis and squash courts, a
swimming pool, a top-class restau-
rant and a family restaurant, as well
as a bar and there are plans for a
school.
Should residents feel the need to

move outside the secure, walled
estate, they can walk a couple of
minutes to the beach, or drive a few
minutes to shop in either the boom-
ing town of Ballito or at Gateway.
Within 20 minutes drive residents
can be at the proposed La Mercy
Airport or at work at The Ridge or La
Lucia ()fflce Parks.
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FROM the moment Simbithi Eco-
Estatewas launched just over a
year ago, it has been attracting

massive interest from buyers, agents
and property developers.
It is not difficult to understand why.

While other developments have
sought to simply maximise profits
during the golden period of the cur-
rent property boom, the developers
- The eLan Group who conceptu-
alised and launched the project and
50% partners, the world renowned
WBHO group - hove attempted to
create a complete lifestyle within the
secure walls of Simbithi.
Instead of cramming as many

houses as possible into as small a
space as possible, elcn have opted
to spread out the houses and
squeeze in recreational and sports
facilities.
The developers are well on their

way to introducing game to the
estate so as to give homeawners the
opportunity to watch wildlife from up
close. Houses overlook the dams
and watering holes, and wide tracts
of land are being left undeveloped
so animals will wander freely
between homes, giving residents the
chance to experience wildlife, litercl-
Iy in their gardens.
Walking, horse, bike and running

trails will allow residents to enjoy an

excursion into the countryside with-
out leaving the estate.
But the eco-estate concept is only

half the task of creating a lifestyle at
Simbithi. The elon Group have tried
to include facilities within the estate
that will allow residents to enjoy a
complete lifestyle inside the gates.
In PhaseOne the communal facili-

ties include three community centres
and a clubhouse. Outside of their
homes, estate residents will have
access to communal swimming
pools, braai facilities, undercover
entertainment areas, a children's
adventure playground, birdwatch-
ing gazebo, picnic spots, dining
facilities, N lounge with big-screen
N, bar, playing fields, an outside
bar area and an equestrian centre.


